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      `Introduction to Accounting has already stood the test of time, and this new and improved third edition will ensure that it remains one of the best, if not the "best ever" introductory textbooks on accounting'- Michael Sherer, University of Essex



`I think the book admirably achieves the authors' objective of providing an introduction to accounting which embraces both the basic techniques and the underlying theoretical concepts'- Accounting and Business Research




  
              


    
      



 


 
      Well organized and structured publication.

Uses an accessible language facilitating the understanding of theory and practice.

Integrates fundamental concepts showing a necessary caution in interpreting the results obtained.

It is useful for a diverse set of users connected to the academic and professional field.

I think that will be a good reference to recommend to students of the course in question and in other related to the management, accounting and finance
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      Good course content
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      A good introductory book perhaps for foundation level.




  
          Dr Chahid Fourali




              


    
      



 


 
      I have put this on the book list for students who like a resource book to look at it is well structured and clear.




  
          Miss Ruth Bryan




              


    
      



 


 
      no companion homepage, no slides, no exercises or other accompanying material

I called your customer support to make sure that these materials are really not existing; the person I reached promised to check this and to call me back; no further call received
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.

SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from across our imprints, including CQ Press and Corwin titles.
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